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Public Star Party (Open House):
Saturday, December 19, 2009
at Dusk
At the HCAS Observatory
Discovering New Worlds
Activity: What is the Habitable Zone?
Featured Object – Orion Nebula

General Meeting:
Thursday, January 28, 2010
7:00pm
In the Observatory Classroom
Please check our new website for possible schedule updates and changes:
http://www.harfordastro.org

Happy Holidays and Clear Skies to All!
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http://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/
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HCAS General Meeting
There are no general meetings in November and December. The next meeting will be on
Thursday, January 28, 2010.

New Members
Please welcome the following new members:
Beverly and Sarah Abremski are returning members and they are interested in many aspects of
astronomy including observing, cosmology, astronomical history, etc.
David Schwaber and family, who enjoy looking at the moon and planets using a 40 power
binoculars.
Andrew Balto, who is interested in looking at deep sky as well as solar system objects.
Welcome aboard!

Treasurer's Report
December 12, 2009
Current balance is: $4,175.90
Membership now stands at 48 individuals and families.
- Tim Kamel
Treasurer and Membership Chairman

Observation Reports
The best times to observe at Broad Creek are between the last quarter and first quarter of
the lunar cycle. The next two such periods are :
Dec. 8 through Dec. 24, 2009
Jan. 7 through Jan. 23, 2010
Try to keep some of these dates open on your schedule!
Because of the unpredictable weather conditions, we cannot set a specific date and time to
observe. Sometimes the decision to go to BC is made within a few hours before sunset.
In any case, all club members will be notified by email.
For any questions, contact Roy Troxel at: rtroxel@comcast.net

Broad Creek
November 7, 2009
5:30pm to 8:30pm
This was an unusual night for BC, in terms of the weather. The sky was very clear at that time,
and the air was very dry, although there was also a slight chilly breeze. Paul Sokolowski and I
had arrived around 4:30pm, just as the dog trainers were packing up. Sunset was at 5:00pm.
I began the session with Jupiter, whose features appeared very clearly in the south, in the
twilight sky. Several bands could be seen across the planet, mostly in the southern hemisphere.
There was very little activity or coloration in the north. Only three moons were visible, the fourth
being behind the planet. (I looked for a possible shadow on the planet, but didn't find one.) I used
two eyepieces, 121x and 175x.
The clear, steady sky continued through the twilight period. As a result, I had the best view of the
M15 globular cluster in Pegasus I've ever had at BC. More individual stars than I've ever see in
that cluster, and it was still twilight. Overhead, the Milky Way was beginning to appear., I viewed
two other globulars in the south, M2, which was also easily resolved and even the distant M72,
which I had resolved before only at Cherry Springs. Clearly, this promised to be an amazing
night! I tried for some nebulae in that area, and aimed the scope at NGC7009, a blue-colored
planetary nebula which appeared distinctly shaped like Saturn. And the sky still wasn't completely
dark!
I next moved the scope northward to view the open cluster NGC7789 in Cassiopeia. Its stars
appeared quite bright and distinct, like grains of salt spilt across a black tabletop. I also had good
results with M56, the usually faint globular cluster in Lyra. With averted vision that cluster easily
resolved into individual stars.
The unusual transparency and seeing conditions persisted until 7pm, during which time I
observed a number of other objects, including the Ring Nebula, M57, very bright and distinct, but
with no trace of color. M92, the globular cluster in Hercules appeared brighter than M13, as well
as more spherical and concentrated.
I concluded with the galaxy NGC7331 in Pegasus -with Ngc7335 galaxy next to it. Saw both in
the same field,using the 35mm Panoptic eyepiece (45x). This is the only time I have seen both
galaxies together at Broad Creek.
At this point, about 7pm, a haze began to develop over the very clear sky and objects became
dimmer. As the sky became darker, the seeing and transparency were diminishing. Although the
Pleiades were rising in the east, they appeared almost indistinguishable from one another. I could
barely see the M33 galaxy in Triangulum, which I usually use as an indicator of seeing and
transparency. M81 and M82 were likewise quite dim, even in the 35mm eyepiece.

As the haze became thicker, resulting in a dim view even of M31, I decided to stay with star
clusters for the rest of the session.
I aimed my scope at M11 in Scutum, which was clear and bright, despite its proximity to the
southwest light dome.
Looking northward, toward the region of Cassiopeia and Perseus, I observed some of the many
clusters there:
NGC1502 - A pretty, triangular open cluster in Cassiopeia, containing numerous double stars.
M103 - Another triangular open cluster, also bright. It was high in the sky, beyond the haze. The
Milky Way, however, was becoming dimmer in other regions.
M76 - A planetary nebula in Perseus, appeared bright, similar to the Dumbbell, but further away.
M34 – An open cluster in Perseus, which contained numerous double stars..
The Double Cluster was disappointing, however, without the usual number of stars visible.
I concluded by observing the two distant planets, Neptune and Uranus. They were both clear and
steady in the southeast. Possibly the haze was steadying their appearance.
We began packing up at about 8:30pm. There was considerable haze in the sky by that time,
which was surprising, since there was very little dew or moisture present. The moon rose around
9:30pm.
- Roy Troxel

NGC869 and NGC884 – The Perseus “Double Cluster”
Photographed by Gary George, Roy Troxel and Larry Hubble, with Orion StarShoot camera on
Orion SkyView Pro 120mm refractor, November 15, 2009

Observation Report
Sunday, 11/15/2009
November 15th was another Sunday night at Astronomy Hill. Clear Sky Chart prediction was for
clear skies but we had wispy clouds all day. Nonetheless, we decided to go anyway, hoping that
the skies would clear. They did not quite do that. For the most part, the sky was clear, but every
so often, there would be a thin cloud that would pass and dim or obscure a small part of the sky
and then pass. A minor nuisance, at most.
I was second to arrive, finding Gary already there. He and Roy had plans to use the club’s
camera to take some photos through Roy’s 120 mm refractor. Larry showed up next and Roy
was last this time.
Gary, Roy and Larry spent the evening getting the camera and Gary’s laptop set up and captured
a beautiful shot of the Double Cluster, which I hope is being published in this news letter.
I brought along my Criterion RV-6 reflector, along with my Lunar Planetary Imager and my DSLR.
I started off trying to take some shots using my DSLR camera but found that it would not reach
focus. This is a common problem with Newtonians, but I was hoping that it would not be so with
this scope. No luck. So I tried adding a Barlow lens and that worked, but now the field of view
was so small that I was really restricted as to what I could shoot. I found this out when I lined up
the Pleiades and took a shot. All I got was three stars. Notice the yellow star?

I next tried for the Ring Nebula. I took exposures as long as 3 minutes with no effect. None of
the shots came out. I then tried for the Dumbbell (M27), hoping that I would be more successful
with a brighter object. No luck. I could not find it in the murk near the horizon. I gave up and
packed this camera away.
I next went to the LPI. Using this camera is a bit of a problem because I have to use the Club’s
laptop, with the XP operating system, since the software for the LPI will not run on my laptop with
Vista. The battery on the Club’s laptop is shot, however so it has to be run off of a power pack
using a converter. My converter has not been cooperating lately but tonight, it works and the lap
top is running. I bring Jupiter into the field of view and take about 20 shots at a fraction of a
second each. The image scale is small so I add a 3X Barlow. I am in the process of focusing
when the laptop dies. But it is not the converter this time; it is the battery which has run out of
juice. Seems I forgot to charge it. Oh, well, I guess I can do visual observing for a change. It is
now near 9 PM and it is time to pack up as I have work the next day. Larry also has work and the
rest pack up and leave also.
- Tim Kamel

Outreach Programs
Open House
November 21, 2009
Wow, finally, a clear night for our open house. Looks like the first one we have had in 6 months or
so. In celebration, we had a good turnout by both the general public and by club members.
There were 65 guests tonight. We had several casual visitors participate and also had a good
turnout by Daisy Girl Scout Troop 524 from William S James Elementary School to learn about
space for their journals. Their program included why we put telescopes in space, how the
atmosphere protects us, pocket solar systems and a small meteorite presentation.
Members joining us tonight included Larry and Ricky, Roy, Phil, Gary, Grace, Dave, Gary Almes
and Griffin, Karen, Paul and yours truly. If I forgot anyone, please forgive me and let me know; it
was a busy night.
We had 6 scopes set up ranging from Larry’s 11” SCT and Karen’s 10” Dob to Griffin’s 60 mm
and my 70 mm refractors. After the session inside the observatory, our guests joined us outside
to look through the scopes. I was able to showcase the moon and Jupiter, and brought in the
Pleiades and M36, 37 and 38 in Auriga. I did not keep track of what the others were showcasing
though I did get to see Uranus and Neptune in the 11”.
The night broke up before Orion rose, so no opportunity for M42. However, it is still early for that
apparition and we should have other opportunities soon.
- Tim Kamel

Along with our open house on November 21, we had four other events during the month. On
November 13, Mark Kregel and Phil Schmitz provided an indoor program at the Carroll Manor
Elementary School. Unexpectedly,
members of the Westminster Club
were also present. Mark gave a
presentation and one of the
members from Westminster gave a
presentation, There was only a little
time left at the end for Phil to show
his meteorites. Even though there
was a downpour, there were still
about 75 visitors to this event.
On November 20, Paul Sokolowski
gave a powerpoint presentation to
members of the APG Youth Center.
He then took a group outside to
show them how to use their 8"
reflector. Paul had about 40 youth
attend the presentation. Also on
November 20, Tom Rusek gave a
slide presentation to 31 people at the
Joppatowne Elementary School. He
then set up a telescope outside for
viewing. I assisted Tom with this
presentation handing out materials
and pointing out objects in the sky
with a laser pointer. Karen Carey
and Phil Schmitz gave a
presentation at Maggie's School,

Bear Creek Elementary School in Dundalk. One of the activities Karen did was the pocket solar
system and Phil brought some of his meteorites to share with visitors. Along with the numbers
from our open house, we provided astronomy outreach to over 200 people during the month of
November.
Aside from being a rewarding
experience to participate in an
outreach, on occasion you even
receive a thank you or even a small
gift for recognition. Phil received a
thank you from Bear Creek Elementary
(see above) and the person who
invited Paul to participate at the APG
Youth Center purchased a pillow for
the club because it made her think of
HCAS. She presented it to Paul at the
open house. (See photo to right.)
It is fun to see the faces of visitors who
are amazed by the smallest things
they learn at an outreach event. About
two weeks ago, I was at the Weis
Market in Bel Air. I noticed a little girl waving at me and I waved back. I wasn't sure who she was
but I heard her mom ask who I was. She told her mom I was the lady who brought moon rocks
to her school. It was almost two months later and she recognized me in the store and waved.
We have some outreach opportunities coming up in the next couple months. Please become
involved, not only to help out he club but to experience the joy for yourself.
Our December open house is December 19. There are always opportunities to help out at an
open house. Clear skies or cloudy, we can have a crowd. If you haven't helped out before, come
to see what we do. It might encourage you to help out at a future event.
The Anita Leight Estuary has asked us to do a constellation hunter program for them at Swan
Harbor Farms. We are scheduled to do this on January 9, 2010 at 6:30 PM. The program will last
no more than an hour and there will be no more than 25 participants. A couple people with laser
pointers would be best. The bad weather date is February 13. If you can help out, please let me
know.
- Grace Wyatt
dgracew@comcast.net

HCAS Founder, Harold Berman Dies
We received news from Lewis Berman last month that his father, Harold Berman, passed away
on October 25. He was a key figure in founding the club, running it in its earlier years, and laying
the groundwork for the club's first observatory at HCC.

Miscellaneous
Black Hole Presentation
Here is a reminder that after the general meeting on January 28, 2010 there will be a presentation
given by Gary George on the hot subject today ... "Black Holes "
The presentation will be about 45 minutes to an hour long, and we will ask the proverbial question
that everyone today is asking ...
“Which came first, the Galaxy or the Black Hole?"
Think about it, and maybe your answer will be "uhmmmm" ???????
Hope you get it correct, see ya there.
- Gary George
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And be sure to visit our Web Site:
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Webmaster: Larry Hubble

